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Abstract：This paper presents art 0l mal nlotion planning system for mobile robots operating in unstructured environ· 

merits．We have developed a域 ~stacle representation method n王州 cross-line，a foUow b(x1 repak approach，aI a 

hybrid evolutionary mot：ion planning algorithm．A group of experiments are conducted that indicate the effectiveness of follow 

bcItlrIdary repair approach and cross-line representation．These results also demonstrate that optimal／near optimal paths cap．be 

generated through cmmbining the follow boundary repair and evolutionary search． 
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Doommnt code：A 

采用跟踪边界修正和进化探索实现最佳的运动计划 
于慧明 季加荣 秦 斌 周干民 

(1．北卡罗莱纳A&T州立大学计算机科学系·绿堡 ，美国；2．合肥工业大学微电子设计研究所·合肥，23OOO9) 

摘要：研究在非结构化的环境中操作的移动机器人的最佳的运动计划系统 ，提出一种新的障碍表示法——交 

叉线 ，一种跟踪边界修正方法和一种混合进化运动计划算法 ．实验结果表明了跟踪边界修正方法和交叉线表示法 

的有效性，并且证明了结合跟踪边界修正和进化探索能够产生最佳的或接近最佳的路径． 

关键词：运动计划 ；跟踪边界修正；混合进化 

1 Introduction 

A mobile robot acco mplishes given complicated tasks 

by moving in the real world．Motion planning，that is， 

deciding what motions to perform in order to achieve 

goal arrangements ofphysical objects，is one ofthe most 

important capabilities for a mobile robo t．Although it 

may seem like a relatively simple job for humans，mo— 

tion planning requires sophisticated integration of reason— 

ing，perception and navigation．It has been an attractive 

research area in recent years． 

Evolutionary computation(EC)is the field of re— 

search devoted to the study of problem solving via sim u— 

lated evolution．Evolutionary search differs from other 

mOll traditional search in that it works with a population 

ofcandidate solutions(CSs)．Inmost evolutionary com— 

putations ，a po pulation of CSs is randomly generated 

and allowed to evolve using a num ber of sexual and／or 
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asexual procreation operators．The offspring of a genera- 

tion usually replace weaker members of the po pulation in 

order to keep the po pulation size constant．EAs have 

been successfully applied to a variety of all,as such as 

design optimization，machine leaming，constraint satis— 

faction，and constrained  optimization，to name a few⋯
．  

Recently，there has been a growing interest in applying 

EAs to the area of motion planning[2 61
． 

The mobile robo t motion planning problem can be de— 

scribed as that given a robo t and a description of the en— 

viroum ent，planning a path between the start and the 

destination which is collision—free and satisties certain 

optimization criteria．Th e motion planning call be stated 

as follows：given an environment E(R，S，D，O)where 

R represents a po int robo t，S represents the start po缸  

(or current position of R)，D represents the destination 

po int and O represents a set of obstacles，find a collision 
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free path from S to D that R can traverse． 

This paper will describe a new environment mpresen— 

tation method named cross—line representation，a follow— 

ing bounOary repair strategy and a hybrid evolutionary 

algorithm．Finally the implementation and experiment 

results wi ll be  presented． 

2 Aimy．．An autonomous mobile robot 

Aimy is an autonomous mobile mbot that consists of 

three main parts：a central co ntrol computer，a motor 

system，and a sensor processing system (shown in 

Fig．1)．The central control computer is an mM compat— 

ible 80386 noteixx~k that is installed  on Aimy’s body． 

Th e communication between the cenwal co ntrol computer 

and other systems takes place through different asyn— 

chronous IVO channels．Aimy’s motor system uses a tri— 

cycle configuration consisting of three wheels，one at the 

front and two at the re,al"． 

Fig．1 Aimy——An autonomous mobile robot 

3 C 一line environment representation 

Maps are玳 eSsary to support a mobile mbot traveling 

in various environm ents． A map can be  a free—space 

map，an o~ t-odented map，a composite-space map，a 

rule-based map，etc．In object-oriented maps obstacles 

are often represented as vertex graphs．In a vertex graph 

G(V，E)，V is the set of all vertices of the obstacles in 

an environment，an d E is the set of all edges connecting 

any two vertices in V (i．e．E is the set of boundary 

lines of obstacles)．Fig．2 shows examples of triangu— 

lar，convex and co ncave obstacles ．In order to suppo rt 

mo tion planning in continuous free space，vertex graphs 

ale widely used to represent the obstacles of an environ— 

m e,at． 

Fig．2 Boundary line representation of obstacles 

To decrease the co mplexity of calculation one may 

fuller decrease the computation complexity of path 

planning by using partial graph methods(PGMs)．Based 

on pre~ous work[ 】we developed a cross
— line method  to 

represent different obstacles in various environm ents． 

Cross—line representation classifies obstacles into three 

categories ：tdangular，co nvex and concave．Th e details 

ale described as follows： 

Category 1 If an obstacle is triangular it wi ll be 

represented by its three boun6ary lines； 

Ca tegory 2 If an obstacle is convex it will be rep— 

resented as a set of【T／2J line segments where T is the 

total number of vertices in the obstacle．Each line seg— 

ment， li
． 

， connects two distinct vertices e( ，Vk)． 

v~lhere i is the index of one vertex． is the index of an— 

other vertex that equals to( +[T／2])wherej is the in— 

dex of next vertex of i． 

Ca tegory 3 If an obstacle is concave the obstacle 

、 U be divided into several convex entities wi thout 

adding an y new vertices．These convex entities ale rep— 

resented using intersecting line segments as described in 

Category 2， 

In cross—line representation，each vertex is assigned an 

angle value(AV)．If the vertex connecting two edges 

forms an angle that is greater than 180 degrees the AV 

will be  zero．If the angle is less than 180 degrees the 

AV will be 1．If an obstacle lies on the environm ent 

bounOary the AV will be  a large number 9999． 

Figure 3 shows the three obstacles that ale represented 

using the cross—line method．In Fig．3(a)，a triangle is 

described by lines e(Vl， 2)，e( 2，v3)and e( 3， 1)． 

In Fig．3(b)，a convex obstacle with seven vertices is 

represented using four cross lines that are e( 1， 4)， 

e(v2，v5)，e(v3，v6)and e( 4， 7)．Fig．3(c)shows 

an  exam ple representation of a concave obstacle．This 

obstacle is divided  into three convex entities ．Six cross 

lines are used．They are e( 1，v3)，e( 2，v8)，e( 3， 
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1,17)，e(1,14，1,18)，e(1,15，1,17)and e(1,16，1,14)．The advantage 

of c )ss—line representation is that it reduces the total 

number line segments required tO represent an obstacle． 

Therefore，it reduces the space and time complexity in 

discovering feasible paths． 

V 

pick up the next point． 

Repeat this process until the new line segment does 

not intersect this obstacle． 

Each repair process is preceded by a checking proce— 

dure，which indicates whether a line P-Q intersects with 

an obstacle．If line P-Q intersects with an obstacle，then 

a new node(via point)R is generated．R is a point a_ 

long an extension of a cross-line．The checking proce— 

dure then goes through lines P-R and R-q．If any of 

them intersect with an obstacle，the repair process is re— 

peated．Follow boundary repair algorithm is run recllr- 

sively until there are no infeasible line segments along 

the path． 

Figure 4 shows an example of how follow boundary 

repair repairs a concave obstacle．In Fig．4(a)，P-Q line 

is intersected by the line 14
．
8 and 13

．

7．The point v8 is se— 

lected based on Case 2．The result is shown in Fig．4 

(b)．The new P point is v8．v8一Q is intersected with 

line It
．

3， Vt is chosen based on Case 3．The result is 

shown in Fig．4(c)．Vt—Q is intersected、Ⅳitl1 line 12．8， 

is selected based on Case 4．The result is shown in 

Fig．4(d)．Connecting 一Q the final path from P tO Q 

is shown in Pig．4(e)that is P—v8一Vt一 一Q． 

vs(O 

vl(O) 

vs(o) 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

vl(O) 

vs(o) 

v6(0) 

vT(O) 

(d) 

v6(0) 

v7(0) 

v6(O) 

vT(O) 

(e) 
Fig．4 Follow boundary repair for a concave obstacle 

5 Hybrid evolutionary motion planning 

A hybrid evolutionary motion planning algorithm has 

been developed that incorporates cross-line representation 
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and follow boundary repair algorithm ．Specific chromo— 

some structures，genetic operators and fitness function 

have been designed and implemented ．The details will 

be discussed in this section． 

5．1 The hybrid evolutionary motion planning 

algorithm 

In the hybrid evolutionary motion planning algorithm 

(HEMPA)，a chromosome represents a path，consisting 

of strai~t-line segments，as a sequence of via points．A 

population consists of a number of(feasible and／or in— 

feasible)paths leading from the start to the destination． 

Instead of relying on evolution exclusively，the HEMPA 

uses follow boundary repair algorithm to quickly trails— 

form infeasible paths into feasible ones ．Th e HEMPA is 

described as follows： 

begin 

set iterate generation counter g = 1 

input an environment with obstacles 

initialize a gr0up of paths Path(g) 

use fitness function to evaluate each individual path in 

Path(g) 

while(g < total generation)do 

be gin 

update the iterate generation counter g 

select path(5)with low fitness value from Path(g) 

produce a group of offspring by applying genetic Op— 

erators to the selected paths 

evaluate each new offspring 

replace the worst member(5)of the population 

Path(g)by the produced offspring 

use follow boundary repair approach to transfer r Rum— 

ber of infeasible paths into feasible ones ill Path(g) 

evaluate new paths in Path(g) 

end 

select the best path from Path(g) 

end 

The HEMPA first reads an environment map that con— 

sists of obstacles，the starting location and the destina— 

tion．Th en all initial po pulation of randomly generated 

paths is created．This po pulation represents the first gen— 

eration．Each chromosome is then evaluated ．Touma— 

ment selection is used to select parents for procreation． 

W ith the proper numbe r of parents selected，a number of 

offspring are produced by using a set of procreation op— 

erators．Th e offspring replaces the worst individuals in 

the po pulation．Follow bo undary repair is then used to 

repair the r individuals of the current po pulation，where 

r is a user specified parameter that ranges from zero to 

the user-specified po pulation size ．Th e hybrid evolution— 

ary process terminates after user-specified numbe r of 

generations(iterations)and returns the best path discov— 

ered ． 

5．2 fitness furlction 

An evaluation function is used to assign  a fitness to 

each candidate path(OF)．The fitness of a CP is a mea— 

sure of its “goodness”
．
Th e evaluation function is as fol— 

lows 

fitness(P)=口·dis(P)+ ·repair(P)， 

dis(P)= 

repair(P)= 

Total distance of a path is the sunq of the Euclidean dis— 

tance of each straight—line segm ent of a CP．For a feasi— 

ble path the fitness value eq uals its total distance，while 

for an infeasible path the fitness value eq uals the sum of 

its total distance an d the estim ated follow bo undary re— 

pair cost repair(P)．The follow boundary repair cost is 

the sum of the products．Each product equals that the 

length of intersected obstacle representation line times a 

variable m or n．1i
， 

is the line that connec ts vertexes vi 

an d ．If the SLIm of A and A eq uals zero，n will be 

zero：otherwise m will be zero．In the MPA the low— 

er the fitness value is．the be tter“fit”the individua1
． 

5．3 Th e operators 

Four evolutionary operators were design ed ．Th ey are 

mutation，crossover，insertion an d deletion．Th e appli— 

cation of each ope rator is probabilistic．Crossover corn— 

bines two parent paths to create tw o offspring paths．It is 

applied on bo th feasible and infeasible paths．Mutation is 

used for fme tuning nod e coordinates in a CP for shape 

ustment．It selects intemaed iate nod es in a path and 

changes the coordinates of this node randoml y．When 

the selected path is feasible the change of the coo rdinates 

should be within the local clearance of the path so that 

the path subseq uently remains feasible．When the select一 

、 
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ed path is infeasible a large random change should be 

imposed．Insertion operates on an infeasible path by in— 

serting new nodes into infeasible path segments． The 

nodes ale selected according to follow boundary repair． 

Deletion removes nodes from a pa山．Ifthe path is infea— 

sible，nodes for deletion are selected randomly in the 

path．Otherwise， the operator decides whether a nod e 

should be  de leted based on the following ordered priori— 

ty．1)Line segments connected to the node are both in— 

feasible．2)One line segment connected to the node is 

infeasible．3)If the selected infeasible path does not 

meet these conditions，the operation is aborted． 

6 Experiments and results 

Th e hybrid motion planning simulation system 

(HMPSS)has been implemented that consists of an in— 

teractive graphic user interface(GUI)，environinent， 

path data files and algorithms．Th e cross-line representa— 

tion， follow boundary repair and hybrid evolutionary 

motion planning algorithm have been successfully sim u— 

lated using I-IMPSS．A set of experiments has been co n— 

ducted using a number of test environments with a vari— 

ety of parameter settings．The results show that the mo— 

tion plans evolved by the HMPSS allowed a mobile robo t 

to reach the destination 100％ of the time． 

Th e HEMPA was run ten times on each of the test en— 

Generation l 

Generation 3 

Generation 2 

Generation 4 

Generation l 0 Final Path 

Fig．5 Results without follow boundary 

repair(population size is 1 0，the 

number ofgeneration is 1 0， 

generation gap is 0．I) 

Generation 2 

Generation 6 

vironments．A run was considered successful if the IIK)- 

bile robo t reached the goa1．In each test S represents the 

start pO ，G is the destination position．All obstacles 

are represented using cross—line representation．Tile test 

results ale shown in Figs．5～7．Th ese figures display a 

group of snapshots of pa山 evolution at different genera— 

tions ．For each snapshot only the ten best paths are dis— 

played．Fo r all tests the mutation，crossover，insertion 

and deletion operator usage rates were set to 0．25．The 

fraction of population to be  replaced is 10 pe rcent．Dif- 

ferent complexities of the enviromnent were reflected by 

the generation gap，po pulation size，repair numbe r and 

the number of generation． 

Figure 5 shows the results of us ing evolutionary path 

planning without follow bo nn dary repair，the number of 

generation is 10，generation gap of 0．1 and population 

size 10．Using these settings no feasible path was found． 

Next，we increased the po pulation size to 500 and the 

number of generation to 20，kept generation gap the 

sanle，an d disabled follow bo undary repair．Fig．6 shows 

the feasible paths；however，they are neither optimal or 

near optima1．Fig．7 shows the results of experiments 

where follow boundary repair was enabled，the genera— 

tion gap was set to 0．1，po pulation size was 10 and the 

num be r of generation was 10．Th e optimal／near optimal 

paths were evolved． 

Generation 4 

Generation 8 

Generation 1 0 Final Path 

Fig．6 Results without follow boundary 

repair(population size is 500， 

the number ofgeneration is 20， 

generation gap is 0．I) 

Generation l 

Generation 3 

Generation l O 

Generation 2 

Generation 4 

Fig．7 Results without follow boundary 

repair(population size is 1 0，the 

number ofgeneration is 1 0， 

generation gap is 0．1) 
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Table 1 shows a comparison of experimental results each environment the first column is the result without 

where follow boundary repair is either enabled or dis— 

ab led ，as well as the other parameter selections that in— 

eludepopulation size，thenumber ofgeneration，gen era— 

tion gap and ope rator usage rates．For each environment 

the hybrid evolutionary algorithm was executed 20 times 

wi thout follow bo un aary repair and wi th follow bo un dary 

repair receptively．In Table 1，the parameters were set 

up for a po pulation size of 10，the num ber of generation 

10，a generation gap 0．5 and ope rator usage rates of 

(crossover，mutation，insertion and deletion)25％．For 

follow bo undary repair，the second column is the result 

wi th follow bo un dary repair an d the last column is the 

result of an optimal path ．1【11e first lOW is the average 

fitness value．11le second lOw is the feasibility rate．11le 

third lOw is the standard division ．From the table we can 

see that wi thout follow bo un dary repair the evolutionary 

algorithm can not guarantee to the finding of a feasible 

path，such as environment 2， 3，4，and the feasible 

path rate is very low． standard division is hi曲．111e 

hybrid evolutionary algorithm always fin ds a feasible 

path with a lower average fitness value． 

Tab le 1 Comparison of motion planning wi th and wi thout follow bo undary repair 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper，we have used the cross—line method to 

represent various obstacles，follow bo un dary repair algo— 

rithm to quickly transform infeasible paths into feasible 

ones，and a hybrid evolutionary algorithm to implement 

mobile robo t motion  planning in various environments． 

We have designed and im plemented hybrid evolutionary 

motion planning simulation system and conducted a 

num be r of expe riments． The results show that follow 

bo undary repair algorithm is very effective．Th e cross— 

line representation greatly reduces the memory require— 

ment and calculation time of developing feasible path 

plans．Th e results show that the integration of cross—line 

representation，follow bo undary repair，an d evolutionary 

co mputation forms a po werful and efficient paradigm for 

motion planning an d obstacle avoidance．Th ese results 

also demonstrate correctness，effectiveness and effi ciency 

of these method  and algorithms．In the future we wi ll 

apply these method  and algorithms to the mobile robo ts． 
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On the basis of the technique of exact linearization， 

this paper has discussed the robust control of a class of 

SIS0 affine nonlinear systems with L。一bounded distur— 

bances，and corresponding robust controllers have been 

obtained．In the final part of the paper，a simulation has 

been carried bv M ATLAB and SIMLINK，which illus— 

trates the COlTectness of the results．Clearly，the results 

in the paper can furtherbe generalized to the case ofM — 

M-0 nonlinear systems．and the cases with more uncer— 

tainties，but further research is needed． 
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